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Passion for
“smart house“
technology
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Inaugurated in 2005, Digital Cinema offers complete systems integration
for homes, companies, showrooms,
hotels or boats.

The “multidisciplinary and

multicultural group” has experience in integrating and designing audiovisual projects,
multimedia, theatre rooms, IP networks, audio
multi-rooms, security control systems and
intelligent lighting control systems.
The team are “passionate about completing different audio-video and ‘smart house’
projects, searching for new challenges and
finding the most suitable technology that truly
adapts to each, client‘s needs and expectations”.
They provide customised technological solutions and engineering projects, taking responsibility for everything from advice on which
product to buy and the design and décor of
the surroundings to installation, integration,
start-up and personalised after-sales service.
Committed to the notion that “a perfect
smart house is also a safety and completely controlled house”, they believe that the
automation of domestic functions contributes
to greater comfort, safety and efficiency in
energy consumption.
In some cases, it is possible with an existing electrical installation to implant a basic

home-automated system that operates with
the lights, blinds and domestic appliances.
A specific information network is required if a
client, in addition, wants to incorporate other
functions such as internet access, entertainment multimedia and multi-room.
Home automation provides a range of safety
functions, from simple alarm kits with control
panels and presence detectors to sophisticated remote control equipment with video
cameras controlled from mobile devices.
Digital Cinema also offers a design service,
which is free of charge if purchased as part of
a system. If not, the amount is deducted from
the cost of the system when purchased.
The design documentation package enables
an on-site electrician to fully install cabling
infrastructure, thus “giving you the peace of
mind that when you are ready to install the audiovisual and home automation systems there
will be no surprises or expensive re-work”.
Located in the centre of Palma, Digital
Cinema works with prestigious architects, real
estate companies and interior design offices
as well as individual home-owners.

Showroom

C/ Protectora 14, Palma
Tel. (+34) 971 710 075
comercial@digitalcinema.es
digitalcinema.es

Loewe Gallery

C/ Moncades 2, Palma
Tel. (+34) 971 724 951
comercial@loewegallerypalma.
es
loewegallerypalma.es
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